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 SOPHOCLES' AJAX AND

 SOPHOCLEAN PLOT CONSTRUCTION

 This paper attempts to define, in terms of human and divine
 conflicts, a pattern of plot construction used by Sophocles in
 what are probably his earliest extant plays. The Ajax has been
 chosen for detailed study because it alone of the early plays
 presents a god speaking in person, and because the relation of
 that god, Athena, to the conflicts of the play has become a
 subject of controversy requiring to be dealt with in some detail.
 The first third of the paper will, therefore, be an exposition of
 Athena's motives and involvement in the action; the next third
 will offer a broad outline of the plot structure of the Ajax as a
 whole, partly through comparison with the techniques of Aes-
 chylus; and the remaining third will parallel the plot structure of
 the Ajax from other plays of Sophocles, especially the
 Antigone.

 I. ATHENA'S ROLE IN THEAJAX

 The central action of Sophocles' Ajax is the hero's suicide, to
 which he is driven by two humiliating defeats, both recounted
 by Athena to Odysseus in the prologue. First, Achilles' armor
 was awarded as the prize of excellence to Ajax' rival Odysseus
 rather than to Ajax himself (verse 41; cf. 100, 441-46, 933-35,
 1239-40, 1337). Ajax, deeply insulted, tried in revenge to murder
 the Greek leaders whom he considered responsible, including
 Agamemnon, Menelaus, and Odysseus. But at this point
 Athena handed him his second defeat by deluding him into
 slaughtering sheep and cattle which he mistook for his human
 enemies (51-54). On regaining his proper senses (306), Ajax

 I No attempt, however, is made in these notes to give exhaustive bibliog-
 raphy. Ample references may be had from: B. M. W. Knox, "The Ajax of
 Sophocles," HSCP 65 (1961) 1-37; H. F. Johansen, "Sophocles 1939-1959,"
 Lustrum 7 (1962) 94-288, esp. 169-79; M. W. Wigodsky, "The Salvation of
 Ajax," Hermes 90 (1962) 149-58; A. Lesky, Die tragische Dichtung der
 Hellenen2, (Gottingen 1964), 108-13; M. Sicherl, "Die Tragik des Aias,"
 Hermes 98 (1970) 14-37.
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 found himself frustrated not only of the initial honor, the award
 of Achilles' armor, but also of revenge.2 The realization of his
 total helplessness in the face of divine opposition (447-56) sets
 Ajax' face toward death. And he knows very well who has
 denied him the satisfaction of revenge (401-3, 450-52, 655-56).
 Indeed, if Athena had not intervened, Ajax' vengeance would
 have succeeded (45, 447-49, 1057-61), and there would have
 been no grounds for suicide: witness Ajax' triumphant mood
 (91-117) while enjoying the delusion of success. In a sense, then,
 Athena's intervention was the cause of Ajax' death.

 It would be difficult, however, to argue that Athena was
 directly and immediately responsible for Ajax' death.3 There is
 no evidence at all that she specifically desired it, and her direct
 intervention is limited to the delusion she describes and to her

 exposure of Ajax' deeds to Odysseus in the prologue. It is
 sufficient to say that Ajax' suicide was an indirect effect of
 Athena's intervention, precipitated of course by the shame she
 imposed on him, but nevertheless more immediately due to his
 own character and choice. Even when the seer Calchas says
 (756-57) "The wrath of the goddess Athena is driving
 him . .. ," he need only mean that Ajax' earlier experience of
 her wrath is still affecting his behavior, through the shame and
 frustration he feels.4

 2 The details of Ajax' motivation and an exposition of his concept of honor
 should be sought in Knox.

 3 C. M. Bowra, Sophoclean Tragedy, (Oxford 1944) 43-44, supposed that a
 fresh accession of madness sent by Athena drove Ajax to suicide following his
 "Deception Speech." But Ajax' mind had been fixed on death since recovering
 from his first delusions. He needed no new incentive, and the text gives no
 indication that any occurred.

 4 The one-day limit assigned by Calchas to Athena's wrath (752-57, 778-79,
 801-2) does not in my opinion materially affect the present argument, but it does
 perhaps require interpretation. First, it recalls Athena's remark at 131-32 that a
 day can make or break a man. The statement was general in form, but we now
 realize that it can also apply very specifically to Ajax. But, secondly, it involves
 the suggestion that Ajax' life might be saved, if he could be carefully guarded for
 one day. Does this mean that, at this stage in the action, there is a genuine
 possibility of preventing his death? Certainly not; the requirement that he be
 kept in his tent is the clearest proof. Calchas said that the hope of saving his life
 lay in keeping him indoors (752-55), yet he is already gone (794). Therefore there
 is no real hope. Cf. H. Diller, "Gottliches und menschliches Wissen bei
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 JAMES TYLER.

 This brings us to the central and most controversial question.
 Granted that Ajax' suicide was an indirect result of Athena's
 intervention, why did she intervene? The very word "wrath,"
 used by both Calchas and Ajax (656, 744, 757), implies that she
 did so to harm Ajax, and certainly she behaves in the prologue
 like a hostile god. She urged him on into the trap (eit EQxri xaxd)
 which she had prepared (59-60); she instructs Odysseus to pub-
 licize the humiliating story (66-67); finally she warns Odysseus
 (127-33) against imitating Ajax, lest he incur the hostility of the
 gods.

 Much later in the play, Calchas offers a simple motive for
 Athena's wrath, namely that Ajax had offended the gods twice:
 first by asserting that he needed no divine assistance to win
 glory (767-69), and secondly by refusing the encouragement of
 Athena herself on the battlefield (770-75). "By such words he
 earned the dire wrath of the goddess, through entertaining more
 than mortal thoughts" (776-77). This wrath, Calchas says, is
 driving Ajax today (756, 778, 801-2), so that his very life is in
 danger (755, 783, 798-99, 802). And immediately following this
 scene, without so much as an intervening Choral ode, Ajax
 himself returns to the stage, delivers his last speech, and com-
 mits suicide.

 Sophocles could hardly, in my opinion, have given a clearer
 exposition of Athena's motives as well as of the effects. Yet
 most critics of the play are unwilling to accept Calchas' account
 at face value. To some this story of hybris and ate is simply a
 relic of Aeschylean theodicy5 or of archaic Greek ethics,6 which

 Sophokles," p. 6, in Gottheit und Mensch in der Tragodie des Sophokles,
 (Darmstadt 1963). Stated in its simplest form (802: this day will bring Ajax either
 life or death), the prediction of Calchas is a close parallel to the oracle predicting
 the end of Heracles' labors in the Trachiniae (79-81, 154-74, 821-30, 1164-73).
 There also we are offered the alternatives of life and death at the end of a specific
 period of time. In both plays the only conclusion we are justified in drawing from
 the prediction is that by a certain time all will be over; but the ambiguous
 wording allows interested persons in each play to nourish vain hopes. Further-
 more, just as both alternatives turn out to be true in the Trachiniae (the
 "release" equals "death"), so in the Ajax Calchas' hope of "saving" Ajax (779)
 ironically corresponds to Ajax' own hope for "salvation" (692, cf. 812), by
 which he means death. Cf., with references, Wigodsky, 57.

 5 A. Lesky, Die griechische Tragiidie3, (Stuttgart 1964) 131.
 6 K. Reinhardt, Sophokles3, (Frankfurt am Main 1947) 38.

 26
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 Sophocles did well to eliminate from his later plays; by others it
 is interpreted as the poet's concession to the tastes of "the
 simple-minded in the audience,"7 to be disregarded by the more
 sophisticated. In any case, it is "marginal"8 to the play as a
 whole, and was accorded very little "weight"9 by the poet.
 What can be the reason for these attempts to discount so promi-
 nent a part of the play, a part which alone seems to explain
 clearly why Athena intervened, and thus to explain the indirect
 cause of Ajax' suicide?

 One important reason why some scholars have not accepted
 Calchas' account is their belief that Sophocles has already
 supplied us with other and more compelling motives for
 Athena's intervention. These other motives are (a) the desire to
 execute justice upon Ajax for attempted murder;10 (b) the de-
 sire to protect Odysseus, Athena's long-time favorite and an
 intended victim of Ajax. 1 These are both plausible reasons, and
 they would seem to render Calchas' account superfluous, even
 naive. The first of these interpretations collapses immediately
 when pressed for evidence. I. M. Linforth says of Athena and
 Ajax, "But in her whole story of the night's occurrences there is
 no condemnation of him as a guilty person. She passes no
 judgement on his conduct. She does not blame him for his sullen
 resentment at the loss of the arms, she expresses no horror or
 reprobation at his attempted murder of the chiefs."12 If
 Athena's motive for interfering with Ajax' vengeance was the
 desire to punish him for attempted murder, it is hard to believe
 that she should say nothing to suggest that motive throughout
 the prologue. This motive must therefore be set down as ex-
 tremely questionable.

 The second proposed interpretation does not yield so easily.

 7 T. G. Rosenmeyer, The Masks of Tragedy, (Austin 1963) 183; cf. C. Whit-
 man, Sophocles, (Cambridge 1951) 68.

 8 J. C. Kamerbeek, "Prophecy and Tragedy," Mnemosyne 18 (1965) 35.
 9 Lesky, Tragische Dichtung, 110-11.
 10 G. M. Kirkwood, A Study of Sophoclean Drama, (Ithaca 1958) 274;

 Knox, 7.

 11 I. M. Linforth, "Three Scenes in Sophocles' 'Ajax,'" U. of California
 Publications in Classical Philology 15 (1954) 3.

 12 Ibid. p. 4.
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 Linforth indeed adopts it, saying of Athena and Odysseus, "She
 had saved him from the sword of Ajax in the night, and now, as
 we can see from her own words, her only wish is to guide him,
 protect him, and counsel him in the present emergency."'3 But
 we are not told what "her own words" are. Certainly Odysseus
 freely expresses his affection for Athena (14, 38). But what is
 her attitude toward him? To answer this question, it will be
 necessary to reread the entire prologue, examining every word
 for evidence which might support Linforth's position. Matters
 of wider interest, as I hope to show, depend on this point.14

 In verses 36-37 Athena declares herself a "zealous watcher";

 but she does not say a watcher "of Odysseus," still less "of
 Odysseus last night." Her watchfulness is directed toward the
 success of his detective work, and this need only mean that her
 aim is the ruin of Ajax, not the protection of Odysseus. Similarly
 in verse 45, when she says "And he would have carried [the
 murder] out, if I had been neglectful," the verb xarr,luE2roa
 suggests care; but it need not mean care for Odysseus' safety.
 The subject of the sentence is Ajax; Athena might merely be
 saying that she took care to prevent Ajax from achieving suc-
 cessful revenge, regardless of who his intended victims were.
 And of course verses 109 and 111, being part of Athena's not-
 so-subtle mockery of Ajax, cannot be taken as evidence of her
 true feelings. There is in fact no explicit evidence that Athena
 cared about the personal safety of Odysseus or the Atreidae.
 This motive also must therefore be seriously questioned.

 Athena's failure to express concern for Odysseus need not,

 13 Ibid. p. 3. Linforth is not entirely consistent. On page 22, in criticizing the
 account of Calchas, he assumes that Athena's anger was due to the murder
 attempt.

 14 1 emphasize the necessity of drawing evidence only from Sophocles' text
 because it is all too easy to assume, through familiarity with the Odyssey, that
 Athena must be motivated by concern for Odysseus' welfare. Undoubtedly the
 Homeric association of Athena with Odysseus made it particularly convenient
 for Sophocles to associate them in the prologue to the Ajax. But the question
 remains: did he also give them Homeric motives? If one fact has emerged clearly
 from recent studies of the Ajax, it is that Sophocles' Odysseus is not Homeric
 (e.g. B. M. W. Knox, op. cit., passim). We may therefore not assume that
 Athena remains unchanged since Homer. For an instance of such change, see
 note 26.

 28
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 indeed, mean that she was completely indifferent to his safety or
 that she was hostile to him. There is no explicit evidence to
 support these alternatives.15 But Sophocles' failure to make her
 attitude toward Odysseus clear may be significant; possibly
 Sophocles meant to leave the way open for the operation of
 some quite different motive. Does Athena herself indicate any
 motive at all for her treatment of Ajax? Consider her very last
 words of the scene (127-33):

 Do you yourself, therefore, looking upon such things,
 never speak any haughty word to the gods, and do not exalt
 yourself at all, if you surpass another in the strength of your
 arm or the extent of your wealth. For a day can bring low
 and raise up again all human things; and the gods love the
 wise and abhor the evil.

 The word avro6; indicates that Athena is drawing a contrast
 between what Ajax has done and what Odysseus ought to do.
 Further, the whole speech is framed as a warning to Odysseus
 that if he behaves as Ajax did he will similarly earn the hostility
 of the gods. Her warning is thus also a statement of her own
 reason for her treatment of Ajax. Here if anywhere, if she really
 was punishing him for attempted murder, she should denounce
 murderers, at least in general terms. But she does not. As
 Lesky16 among others has stated, Athena's warning against
 proud words to the gods points forward to the message of
 Calchas, with which it well agrees. If Athena's warning is not
 connected to the message of Calchas, it becomes virtually ir-
 relevant to the play as a whole and thereby an embarrassment to
 everyone.17 But I need not labor my own position any longer: of

 15 For this reason I cannot entirely agree with Kirkwood, p. 275, that
 "Athena is just as ready to be cruel to her supposed favorite Odysseus [as to
 Ajax] .. ." Cf. pp. 101-2. But such a statement implies agreement with my
 contention that Athena was not primarily or obviously motivated by concern for
 Odysseus' welfare.

 16 Tragische Dichtung, 109-10.
 17 Bowra, p. 28, takes 127-33 as a reference to the murder attempt, but

 confesses surprise that Athena should speak of pride when Ajax' crime was one
 of anger. Linforth, p. 5, rejects the entire passage as a generalization not
 specifically applicable to Ajax. Rosenmeyer, p. 171, calls these lines "a bare
 faced mockery of the truth." Linforth (p. 5) argues, in accordance with a
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 three possible motives for Athena's intervention two are sup-
 ported at best by equivocal phrases, while the third is supported
 by two very explicit passages in widely separate parts of the
 play, one having the authority of the seer Calchas, the other
 spoken by the goddess herself. I can see no alternative to
 accepting the third motive as the one Sophocles meant to be
 important for the interpretation of the play.18

 Whether or not the above reasoning finds acceptance, most
 readers will probably still feel that Athena's moralizing in
 verses 127-33 "is irksomely inadequate in comparison with the
 intuitive response which the great figure of Ajax evokes in us.
 We feel, and feel rightly, that the meaning of the play is some-

 principle stated on p. 2 of his study, that verses 127-33 cannot be interpreted in
 the light of Calchas' account because the audience has not yet heard that
 account. Such an argument is acceptable only if the critic's sole aim is to
 recreate the first impression of a play on an audience; it is not universally valid in
 a more general study. Thus Linforth himself (pp. 15-16) is willing to see in Ajax'
 promise to hide his sword (657-59) a precise description of the manner of his
 suicide, even though the double meaning cannot be properly appreciated by the
 audience until later, when the suicide takes place. Cf. note 18, below. Linforth
 also contends that, because Ajax was not famous for wealth, Athena's strictures
 cannot apply to him. But Ajax was known for insolence to the gods and for
 strength; as a Homeric hero he must by definition have been wealthy; therefore
 there is every reason to suppose that Athena here means Ajax in particular.

 '8 There is one further piece of evidence which carries weight as an indication
 of Sophocles' intent. The Chorus are preoccupied in the parodos with the shame
 which Ajax' slaughter will bring upon him and themselves. They know nothing
 of the cause of this mad act, but their guessing is ironically near the mark. They
 imagine two separate ways (172-81) in which Ajax might have incurred divine
 wrath, both of them examples of failure to acknowledge divine aid. This is
 precisely the type of offense Calchas describes; it has nothing to do with the
 meting out of justice for attempted murder or with divine protection of a favorite
 mortal. When we consider that the rumor of Ajax' crime as the Chorus have
 received it (141-50) does not even include any hint of divine intervention, so that
 the Chorus' presumption of a OrEa v6oo; (185) is probably a mere guess, we
 must conclude that their guessing is remarkably accurate. Sophocles is here
 using a favorite technique of Aeschylus, particularly obvious in the Persae and
 Agamemnon. It consists in a gradual accumulation of guesses by the Chorus and
 other characters about the relation of supernatural forces to human events until,
 late in the play, an authoritative revelation confirms and clarifies the guesses
 (Darius in the Persae, Cassandra in the Agamemnon, Calchas in the Ajax). With
 Aeschylus this build-up is a primary element of plot construction; in the Ajax it
 is secondary.

 30
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 thing more complex and more intimately bound up with the
 whole character of Ajax and the whole action of the play." 9 Or,
 in the words borrowed by Lesky from Welcker, "Aber es
 scheint mir, dass Aias weit mehr durch das, was er ist, als durch
 das, was er fehlte, das Drama erfiillt."20 Here I think is proba-
 bly the most important reason why scholars feel unable to
 accept Calchas' interpretation of Ajax' downfall at face value.
 Sophocles has lavished most of the resources of this play upon
 an exposition of Ajax' character and has presented him as a very
 great man. It is indeed Ajax' character which makes his choice
 of suicide comprehensible, even admirable. Calchas' account,
 however, does more than provide added illustration of Ajax'
 character;21 it attributes his death, the climax of the whole play,
 to events falling entirely outside the action of the play, so that
 this action seems for a moment to have no relevance to the

 climax. Further, the events described by Calchas introduce the
 idea of divine retribution, a concept which in the rest of the play
 has very little place by comparison with human interaction and
 human character portrayal. Calchas' assertions, in other words,
 seem to be a direct challenge to the meaning of most of the rest
 of the play. I hope nevertheless to have shown that Calchas'
 account does provide the motive for Athena's intervention, and
 that her intervention was indirectly the cause of Ajax' suicide. I
 hope now to show that only by thus frankly accepting Calchas'
 story can we perceive how it does not at all challenge the
 meaning of the rest of the play; rather it makes possible greater
 emphasis on Ajax' character and reveals more clearly Sopho-
 cles' artistic purposes.

 II. PLOT STRUCTURE OF THE AJAX

 OEo[l; rT0vrXEv OVTO;, ov xEvolatv, ov. With these words
 (970) Tecmessa rejects any claim Odysseus and the Atreidae
 might have to glory in the death of Ajax.22 She is, whether

 19 Kirkwood, 32.
 20 Lesky, Tragische Dichtung, 111.
 21 According to some critics, Calchas' account is only illustrative: e.g.

 Sicherl, 34; Whitman, 73; Bowra, 30-31.
 22 I feel as apparently R. C. Jebb does (Sophocles, The Plays and Fragments,

 Part VII, Cambridge [1896] 148) that at least two meanings are implied by the
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 intentionally or not, confirming the message of Calchas as well
 as posing the problem which is to be debated at length in the
 remainder of the play: what right have the Atreidae to interfere
 with Ajax' funeral? But Tecmessa has also suggested a funda-
 mental problem of dramatic construction: what right have
 Odysseus and the Atreidae to be in the play at all? Suppose it is
 true that Ajax' defeat and suicide are an illustration of the law
 that hybris is punished by the gods, in this instance by Athena.
 This is a matter between Ajax and the gods. He offended them
 with proud words; Athena retaliated by frustrating an attempt at
 vengeance; he realized his inability to regain control and com-
 mitted suicide. Odysseus and the Atreidae are necessary to this
 story only because Ajax' desire to kill them provided Athena
 with the opportunity to frustrate him. They have no other
 necessary function. Athena hardly even uses them as her agents
 in destroying Ajax.23 Tecmessa is quite right that "His death
 concerned the gods, not them." What is the dramatic justifica-
 tion for the role of Ajax' human adversaries in this play?

 I have already concluded that Athena took no special interest
 in the safety of Odysseus and the Atreidae; nor does she ever
 condescend to judge the rightness or wrongness of Ajax' quarrel
 with them. It would be perfectly fair to say that she simply uses
 the quarrel as the best opportunity for humiliating Ajax-no
 more, no less. It may now be stated briefly that the human
 enemies of Ajax never show the slightest interest in his irrever-
 ent attitude toward the gods. Thus, although Athena, the
 Atreidae, and Odysseus are all enemies of Ajax, the conflict be-

 datives in verse 970: "His death concerns the gods," and 'His death was due to
 the gods." These are mutually compatible meanings in the context, and I see no
 point in attempting to exclude either. For further references, see W. B. Stan-
 ford, Sophocles, Ajax, (London 1963) 185.

 23 Odysseus does at Athena's command (67) spread the story of Ajax' guilt
 through the army (148-49), thereby increasing the burden of shame for Ajax and
 making it possible for the Greeks to direct their anger at him (228-32, 253-56,
 408-9, 723-28). But it cannot be said that Odysseus' action was a necessary
 contributing factor to Ajax' suicide. The hostility of the army (458) is only one of
 the factors which make honor no longer attainable for Ajax in life. Athena's
 prevention of the attempted vengeance was itself a sufficient demonstration to
 Ajax that he could not hope to recover his honor except by death.

 32
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 tween Ajax and Athena is separate from his quarrel with the
 Greek generals. The former concerns Ajax' earlier affronts to
 the gods; the latter concerns the awarding of Achilles' armor.
 Furthermore, the objectives of the human enemies of Ajax are
 distinct from those of the goddess. The only specific objective
 of the Atreidae is to deny him burial (1047-48) as a belated
 punishment for attempted murder (1055-56). Odysseus enters
 looking for an occasion against his enemy (1-2), but his hostility
 rapidly gives way to pity (121-26), and he leaves the final scene
 having rendered his enemy a great service by obtaining permis-
 sion for the burial. Still others of the Greeks threaten to stone

 him or Teucer (see note 23). None of these objectives is the
 same as that of Athena, who, as we have seen, simply imposes
 on Ajax the shame of frustrated vengeance and leaves to him the
 decision to commit suicide. Indeed, Ajax' human enemies, with
 the exception of Odysseus' brief appearance in the prologue, do
 not participate at all in the action of the play until Ajax is already
 dead.

 Because Ajax is the target of two distinct sets of adversaries,
 the play may be said to have a double plot. But if the mere
 presence of gods together with human beings in a single play
 makes a double plot unavoidable, we should certainly expect
 this peculiarity in every play of Aeschylus. A brief reference to
 the techniques of Aeschylus at this point may help explain the
 plot structure of the Ajax.

 Of the extant works of Aeschylus, the Septem, Prometheus,
 and Supplices are fragments of trilogies. Only the Persae and
 the Oresteia are complete in themselves. I shall for simplicity's
 sake restrict my references mainly to the latter. It is usual to
 observe that Aeschylean tragedy shows the working out of
 justice in the affairs of men under the guidance of the gods. This
 fundamental characteristic of Aeschylean tragedy leads Lesky
 to say that Calchas' story is reminiscent of "Aeschylean
 theodicy."24 Zeus in particular is responsible for the ruin of
 Xerxes in the Persae (532, 740, 827, 915) and for the successive
 punishments in the Oresteia (Ag. 62, 355, 526, 973, 1485; Cho.
 18, 246, 306, 382, etc.). But neither Zeus nor the other gods

 24 See note 5.
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 normally deliver punishment in person.25 Instead the justice of
 the gods is regularly brought about by human agents, who may
 or may not have independent motives for pursuing the trans-
 gressor, but whose objective is the same as that of the gods, the
 transgressor's destruction. In the Persae the Greeks are the
 human agents; in the Oresteia they are successively Agamem-
 non (who punishes Troy), Clytemnestra (who punishes
 Agamemnon), and Orestes (who punishes Clytemnestra). To
 ignore the subtle balance of guilt and righteousness in a single
 person is to ignore an essential feature of the Oresteia; but here I
 seek only to establish that in Aeschylus the transgressor nor-
 mally has both a human and a divine adversary, both of whom
 are satisfied by his destruction.

 What Sophocles has done in the Ajax is to break apart the
 divine from the human adversaries without actually discarding
 any of the three basic Aeschylean elements. Ajax is the trans-
 gressor (whether we admire him or not), and he has both a
 divine adversary (Athena) and human adversaries (Odysseus
 and the Atreidae). But, as we have seen, these two sets have
 neither the same motives nor the same objectives. Using the
 three Aeschylean elements, Sophocles has created a double
 plot by separating the human conflict from the divine. Why?

 In the plays of Aeschylus, every human being is ultimately
 either an agent of the gods or their intended victim (sometimes
 first one, then the other, e.g. Clytemnestra). At the same time,
 the gods are ultimately just. It follows that for Aeschylus every

 25 Capaneus in the Septerm (444-45) is exceptional. In the Prometheus Vinc-
 tus, since both Prometheus and his adversary Zeus are gods, the pattern exem-
 plified by the Persae may seem unworkable; in fact, however, the same pattern
 seems merely to have been lifted to a higher plane. Instead of a conflict between
 human opponents guided to a just conclusion by the gods, we have a conflict
 between divine opponents guided to a just conclusion by a still higher power,
 Fate (PV 511-20, 694, cf. 871-76, 895, 907ff.). In the Eumenides a similar pattern
 emerges: the Furies come into conflict with Apollo, and the matter is settled
 through the arbitration of Athena, with strong suggestions that the higher power
 of Zeus lies behind the decision (92-93, 229, 622, 640, 664, 797-99, 826-28); but
 human jurors also participate in the judgement of the human defendant, Orestes.
 In this play Fate does not clearly conflict with Zeus despite the obvious oppor-
 tunity (334-40, 1045-46). By such devices Aeschylus manages to show that
 justice reigns not only over human conflict but also over the quarrels of the gods.

 34
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 man's actions are ultimately to be determined as just or unjust,
 good or bad, moral or immoral (or both) according to whether
 the man is agent or victim of the gods. Sophocles, however,
 created a plot structure in which a man's conflict with the gods
 is separate from his conflict with other men, so that the good-
 ness of those participating in the latter conflict cannot be deter-
 mined by their relation to the gods. In the Ajax, as we have seen,
 Athena never passes judgement in the quarrel of Ajax, Odys-
 seus, and the Atreidae over Achilles' armor.26 Sophocles is
 therefore free to represent the contrasting motives and objec-
 tives of Ajax, Odysseus, Agamemnon, Tecmessa, and so on,
 without ever obliging us to accept a god-given judgement upon
 them. These persons become in this sense morally
 ambiguous-the judgement upon them is left to the audience
 and the critic.

 To say that Sophocles creates a new opportunity for repres-
 enting motives and objectives untrammeled by divine sanctions
 is to say that he gives freer range to the representation of
 character. It may be worthwhile to point out here how large a
 role character plays in the Ajax. Both sides of the double plot
 are traceable to Ajax' extreme self-confidence: he affronted the
 gods because he felt competent to win glory without them; he
 turned to vengeance on the Greek generals because he felt
 certain he was the best warrior after Achilles. This common

 source for the double plot makes possible a thematic unity
 throughout the play. Ajax' character may also be said to be the
 instrument of his downfall. Athena does not strike him with a
 thunderbolt, nor does she destroy him (as Aeschylus would
 probably have it) through a human agent, except insofar as the
 rumor spread by Odysseus is one link in the chain of causes
 leading to Ajax' suicide.27 Rather she lets his own pride drive
 him to kill himself. To appreciate the novelty of this use of
 character as an instrument of punishment, one has only to
 search for a suicide in the extant plays of Aeschylus. Finally, we

 26 Doubtless it is because Sophocles wished to keep Athena entirely separate
 from the human quarrel that he does not admit into his play the Homeric
 tradition of Athena's participation in the award of Achilles' armor (Odyssey
 11.547).

 27 See note 23.
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 may say that in virtually all the confrontations of the play,
 character contrast is Sophocles' primary interest.28 But suffice
 it to note here that only because Sophocles splits the Aes-
 chylean plot in two is he able to isolate the moral aspect
 (hybris-ate) from the purely human conflict and to devote most
 of his attention to the development of character contrast within
 the human conflict.

 Sophoclean critics are therefore right in a sense to consider
 Calchas' pronouncements on Ajax "marginal" and relics of
 Aeschylean theodicy.29 They are certainly right to concentrate
 their efforts on analyzing the intricacies of character contrast,
 for this was also Sophocles' main interest. But it seems to me
 that Sophocles paid a price for this achievement.

 As already suggested, the creation of two separate conflicts
 within one play results in a double plot. If we consider the
 distribution of the two plots within the Ajax (divine retribution
 and human quarrel), it becomes evident that they occupy re-
 spectively the two parts which have for long been distinguished
 by those who stress the play's "diptych" form. In the first half
 of the play Athena's wrath is introduced, and we see its effects
 on Ajax and his followers; the human quarrel is introduced
 through Odysseus but is not given a chance to develop further
 until after Ajax' death. Although Sophocles interlocks these
 two parts of the play, and although Ajax is the single focus of
 both, still there are two parts, embodying the two conflicts. We
 cannot be certain that the double plot was the sole cause of the
 diptych form; there may have been other considerations.30 But
 it seems clear to me that in the Ajax the diptych form was used
 as a simple means of incorporating the double plot.

 III. OTHER PLAYS

 It will now be obvious that my purpose is not to demonstrate
 the unity of the Ajax or in any other way to vindicate Sophocles

 28 For fuller treatment of this subject see G. M. Kirkwood, A Study of
 Sophoclean Drama.

 29 See notes 8 and 5.

 30 Sophocles and Euripides may have been experimenting with the diptych
 form as a vehicle for comparison and contrast. The Trachiniae and Hippolytus
 are fairly clear examples.

 36
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 from all hostile criticism. There is nothing more damaging to
 Sophoclean studies than the assumption that Sophocles was
 perfect. On the other hand, we should not hastily condemn the
 poet for failing to achieve unity of plot without considering what
 options were available to him. Let us not assume that it was easy
 for Sophocles to make changes in the Aeschylean pattern; he
 himself had grown up with Aeschylus as a model,31 and his
 audience may well have expected a tragedy to resemble the
 Aeschylean type. Furthermore, and probably more important,
 Sophocles presumably knew at least as well as we that a
 tragedy could not develop unless some superhuman power were
 available (fate, Zeus, Athena, etc.) to set limits to human
 action.32 A play in which all forces were subject to human
 control and choice simply could not be a tragedy. If Sophocles
 had not used the Aeschylean pattern of divine retribution, he
 would have needed a substitute, and what could that be? Ini-
 tially he retained the Aeschylean pattern.

 Euripides solved the problem in his Medea and frequently
 thereafter by letting an element of character or an emotion serve
 as the superhuman element in the play which eventually defeats
 the human beings in whom it operates.33 Medea's passionate
 desire for revenge is the classic example. Sophocles, however,
 was apparently unwilling to take this function away from the
 gods. In the Trachiniae and Oedipus Tyrannus he resolves the
 problem of double plot by making still another important change
 in the Aeschylean pattern. In neither of these plays is there any
 divine retribution whatever. The element of fate is provided by
 oracles which merely state what will happen, without any sug-
 gestion that the event is reward or punishment.34 The oracles

 31 Perhaps it is worth recalling what is said of Aeschylus in the anonymous
 Life, Section 16 (OCT p. 372), to the effect that Aeschylus' art may look bleak in
 comparison with that of his successors, but appears marvellously innovative
 when compared with that of his predecessors. Greek tragedians operated within
 a context of tradition.

 32 See e.g. Jean Carriere, "Sur l'essence et l'evolution du tragique chez les
 Grecs," Revue des ttudes Grecques 79 (1966) 6, cf. pp. 12-13.

 33 See Lesky, Tragische Dichtung, 163.
 34 This is bound to be a controversial claim when applied to OT. Rather than

 discuss the matter here at length, I would refer the reader to E. R. Dodds, "On
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 are known throughout each play so that they give a constant
 sense of fate, yet they are ambiguous or incredible enough so
 that the actions of persons in the play cannot be guided by them
 and thus are (as in the Ajax) untrammeled by divine standards of
 justice. The event which the oracle predicts is also the climax of
 the play, and thus both the divine and human elements are
 satisfied by one solution, as in Aeschylus-but with what dras-
 tic change of emphasis! The OT is a model of purely human
 struggle; and again, critics are divided as to whether Oedipus
 was or was not admirable. Athena's description of Ajax (Ajax
 119-20) could easily be applied to Oedipus: "Whom would you
 have found to have greater foresight than this man or to be
 better at performing timely actions?" Yet both Ajax and
 Oedipus are, paradoxically, guilty of monstrous crimes, and no
 god decides once and for all whether these men are good or bad.
 The later plays, however, are not the main concern of this

 paper. I should like to conclude by pointing out how Sophocles'
 most famous diptych play, the Antigone, resembles the Ajax in
 the technique of plot construction. I hope in so doing not only to
 provide some external support, as it were, for my interpretation
 of the Ajax, but also to make as clear as possible my claim that
 Sophocles did face problems of plot construction and solved
 them in ways which reveal his purposes as an artist.

 It is notorious that the divine powers whom Teiresias repres-
 ents show virtually no interest in the person or fate of Antigone.
 This is disconcerting to those for whom Antigone is the princi-
 pal character, and who would like Creon's downfall to consti-
 tute her vindication. Teiresias' first message is simply that
 sacrifice and augury no longer work because the birds have
 eaten the flesh of Polyneices' unburied body (1021-22), and dogs

 Misunderstanding the Oedipus Rex," Greece and Rome 13 (1966) 37-49. Dodds
 particularly stresses (p. 41) that Sophocles altered the Aeschylean form of the
 principal oracle (see Septem 742ff.) in order to exclude the element of crime and
 punishment. I would stress that the plague which causes Oedipus' investigation
 is also not presented as punishment; nor is the exile of Oedipus. The problem is
 not so much one of guilt as of formal pollution (see Dodds pp. 43-44). As for
 Apollo, who "brought all these sufferings to pass" (OT 1329-30), his only
 contribution was to answer Oedipus' question (71-72) on a matter of fact: he
 indicates what is the cause of the city's distress and how to remove it (100-1).

 38
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 and birds have contaminated the altars with flesh (1016-20). He
 therefore urges Creon to admit his mistake and end his stubborn
 maltreatment of the corpse (1023-32). In his second speech the
 seer elaborates both on the causes of divine displeasure and on
 the results. Creon, he says, has buried a living soul (i.e. An-
 tigone, 1069) and refused to bury a corpse (1070-71). In this he
 has offended both the upper gods and Hades. Therefore aveng-
 ing Furies from both will assail him (1074-75), and one result will
 be the death of his son (1066-67). Furthermore, the contamina-
 tion of Polyneices' unburied corpse will spread to other cities
 and arouse them against Thebes (1080-83).

 Because no god appears in person in the Antigone, our knowl-
 edge of divine motives and objectives must be taken entirely
 from the statements of Teiresias. On the basis of what he says,
 we can only conclude that divine displeasure and retribution
 have been aroused exclusively by occurrences which affect
 divine well-being directly (as Athena in the Ajax is concerned
 only with the hero's affronts to the gods). The gods react to
 contamination of their own altars and to infringement of their
 own rights to possess a dead body or a living soul. They show
 not the slightest interest in the rights of Antigone or in the
 principles of family loyalty she stands for.35 If the motives of the
 gods are distinct from those of Antigone, what are their objec-
 tives? They have, like Athena in the Ajax, a proper
 Aeschylean object, the downfall of the human transgressor,
 Creon. Antigone's objective is certainly not the same; she

 35 On Antigone's motives, see G. H. Gellie, "Motivation in Sophocles,"
 BICS 11 (1964) 1-14, esp. 9-11; also Charles S. Levy, "Antigone's Motives: A
 Suggested Interpretation," TAPA 94 (1963) 137-44, esp. 139. I am thoroughly in
 agreement with these interpretations that Antigone's ruling motive is loyalty to
 Polyneices.

 There are suggestions at 278-79 and 417-21 that the gods may have cooperated
 with Antigone in her attempts at burying Polyneices. These suggestions are in
 themselves no more than guesses and certainly do not indicate why the gods
 should have intervened. Creon's angry denial that the gods might have wanted
 to honor the corpse is, indeed, never contradicted. The dramatic function of
 these suggestions, it seems to me, as well as of Antigone's appeals to the
 unwritten laws of the gods (450-60, 519) is the one proposed in note 18 above,
 namely the accumulation of tentative explanations in preparation for an au-
 thoritative revelation, this time by Teiresias.
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 wants only to bury Polyneices. It follows that the play has a
 double plot; and it will be obvious that the two parts of this plot
 are developed separately in the two parts of the diptych play.
 Creon's quarrel with Antigone has been completed just before
 Teiresias comes on stage.

 In the Ajax, the hero's character was the common cause of
 the two conflicts forming the double plot. Similarly in the
 Antigone, Creon's stubbornness in refusing to bury Polyneices
 is responsible for both his conflicts. This permits thematic unity
 throughout the play, including a certain homogeneity in the kinds
 of character contrast used throughout. Somewhat greater unity
 of plot is achieved for the Antigone than for the Ajax because
 Creon, in an effort to remove the cause of divine anger (1103-4,
 cf. 1074-75) before the retribution can materialize, buries
 Polyneices and thereby incidentally fulfills the objective of An-
 tigone. This extra degree of unity is no doubt influential in
 persuading the audience or reader that he is still dealing with the
 same play as that with which he started, and the effect is made
 possible primarily because the purely human conflict comes in
 the first half of the play, the reverse of the order followed in the
 Ajax. Furthermore, the delayed report of Antigone's death
 (1220-22) permits our interest in her fate to carry over into the
 second half of the play, much as Odysseus' participation in the
 prologue of the Ajax enables us to accept him, Menelaus, and
 Agamemnon when they finally take up their conflict with Ajax
 after his death. But these unifying factors in no way eliminate
 the double plot; they simply make it easier to accept. This can
 readily be shown by reference to one more aspect of the
 Antigone's second half which has traditionally irritated critics.
 Why does Creon bury Polyneices before rescuing Antigone?
 Those who see in her the central figure of the whole play want
 some good reason why Creon did not attend to the more impor-
 tant business of saving her first. After all, even the Chorus
 (1100-1) seem to suggest this procedure. The fact is that Creon
 did do first what was most important. He had been roused to
 action by threat of punishment from the gods (1095-97), not by
 any concern for Antigone, and he therefore turned his attention
 first to the business which most concerned the gods, namely the

 40
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 status of Polyneices' corpse. He was too late to avoid personal
 disaster, but he did the only sensible thing, knowing as he did
 that now his conflict was with the gods, not with Antigone, and
 that he must hasten to set himself right with them. Sophocles
 does not even permit prolonged consideration of Antigone's
 unhappy death following the discovery of her body. Nor was
 Polyneices' burial placed first to avoid anticlimax. Not
 Antigone's death but Creon's punishment is the climax in this
 part of the play, and his punishment is the successive suicides
 (not murders, asinAeschylus, but character-revealing suicides,
 as inAjax) of his son and wife. The play does not end as it began,
 with interest centered on Antigone; the double plot is built
 rather around Creon, who, whether he is the most sympathetic
 character, the "hero," or not, is the common foe of both An-
 tigone and the gods, just as Ajax is the common foe of the Greek
 generals and Athena. Ajax and Creon in their respective
 tragedies each provide in their persons the structural unity of
 the play. Thus in general plan and in numerous details the Ajax
 and Antigone, probably Sophocles' earliest extant plays, re-
 semble each other closely and show important departures from
 Aeschylean technique, the first steps toward even greater
 changes in Sophocles' later plays.

 The conclusions to which I have been led in this study may be
 summarized as follows:

 (1) The motives and objectives of Athena in the Ajax are
 those offered by Calchas, and they are distinct from the motives
 and objectives of Ajax' human adversaries. The result is a
 double plot.

 (2) The separation of the human conflict from a conflict in-
 volving the gods constitutes a modification of the Aeschylean
 pattern of tragedy and makes possible representation of purely
 human, morally ambiguous action with emphasis on character
 portrayal, thanks to the absence of divine sanctions and judge-
 ments.

 (3) The double plot of the Ajax is accommodated by the
 diptych form.

 (4) A further modification of the Aeschylean pattern, as seen
 in the Trachiniae and Oedipus Tyrannus, eliminates the double
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 plot while enhancing the possibilities for representation of
 purely human conflict, by replacing the element of divine re-
 tribution with an oracle which does not speak in moral terms.
 (5) The Antigone corresponds closely in construction to the

 Ajax.

 UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII JAMES TYLER
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